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Chang-lin Tien GBM was a Chinese-American professor of mechanical engineering and university administrator. He was
the seventh Chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley (â€“), the first Asian to head a major university in the
United States. Contents. 1 Biography. Early years; Career ; Personal life.

On his long list of awards is the highest international award in heat transfer, the Max Jakob Memorial Award.
Starting in the s, much of his research effort concentrated on multiphase and multicomponent flows and heat
transfer. Many Asian Americans felt hesitant to donate. Tien was a consultant to many organizations, research
laboratories and private companies and served on the boards of numerous firms, including Chevron, Kaiser
Permanente and Wells Fargo Bank, as well as on the boards of the San Francisco Symphony and Princeton
University. Tien also made pioneering contributions on microscale thermal phenomenaâ€”phonon transport in
nanostructures and semiconductor superlattices, non-Fourier heat conduction in thin films, femtosecond laser
interactions with thin films and micromechanical structures, heat transport in random media, picosecond
optical properties of porous silicon, and microscale laser interactions with liquids. But just as the efforts to
grow a defined Asian American voting population for the presidential election picked up speed, another
political scandal broke that induced a severe distrust of China. He left his mark on this field, again by
combining fundamental science with engineering design. He said he preferred to see most crises as
opportunities. Advertisement A mechanical engineer by training who began his teaching career at Berkeley in
, he was a highly regarded expert in heat transfer technology who helped design and solve problems with the
heat-shielding tiles on the space shuttles as a NASA consultant. His concern for students, undergraduate and
graduate, became legendary. Former president Bill Clinton had placed him on the shortlist to be Secretary of
Energy, and the chance to be the first Asian American to serve on a U. A breaking campaign finance scandal
had evoked fear nationwide that China had influenced the election. He was the campus's seventh chancellor
and the first Asian American to head a major research university in the United States. Designed to improve the
academic performance of hundreds of students in the Berkeley, Oakland, West Contra Costa and San
Francisco unified school districts, the program was a model for Education Secretary Riley in creating a
national program that today is active in almost every state in America. A reception will follow. His work had
significant impact in the design and operation of thermal insulation, drying technology, catalytic and packed
bed reactors, geothermal systems, heat pipes, and nuclear reactors. An excellent fund raiser during a time of
severe budget restrictions, he was able to generate great support from alumni all over the world. Although he
was deeply involved in many fields and activities, Chang-Lin was devoted to his family and friends. A
memorial service will be held at 3 p. He was an indefatigable champion of Berkeley and was personally
responsible for warding off numerous offers from Ivy League schools to Berkeley faculty. Tien also made
significant contributions to the understanding and determination of radiation transport in solids in the form of
particulates and surfaces. The post allowed him to be a "professor-at-large" on all 10 UC campuses. While
many would have been satisfied with this range of contributions, Chang-Lin Tien's research repertoire
included much more.


